
Product Specification Sheet

EK-BAY Spin RES DUAL Loop - White Acetal EAN / Part #: 3831109840535

Summary:
- High quality multioption BAY compensating reservoir for most
   advanced users who have dual loops in case.
- Manufactured of first class quality acrylic cover and POM
   Acetal body.
- Fits in DUAL 5.25” case bay.
- Easy installation for all water cooling systems.
- Sealed with high quality rubber gasket.
- Easy monitor your fluid level and visualy check your flow with 
   flow indicator.

Key Features:
- For all standard water cooling systems.
- Corrosion free (no aluminum parts).
- Monitor your flow with flow indicator.
- Monitor your fluid level.
- Easy disassembling for cleaning and maintenace.
- No water vortexes!
- No water evaporation. No refilling needed.
- Replacable colored impelers (3830046994240) 
 for custom designs.

Technical data:
- Coolant capacity: app. 200ml
- Main body size: 145x84x66mm
- Threads: 4 x G 1/4; 2 x G 3/8
- Fittings: not enclosed, optional
- Neto weight: 600g
- Bruto weight: 900g

Packing list:
- 1 × EK-BAY Spin RES DUAL Loop 
- Mounting mechanism
- 2 Plug G1/4
- 2 Plug G3/8

Caution!
Do not use any kind of alcohol or alcoholic derivatives 
to clean the reservoir. The Acrylic may crack, rendering
it useless.
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Do not forget other EK products for your water cooling system:
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PRODUCT NAME: EK-BAY Spin RES DUAL Loop 

Sheet format A4

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURE: Drawing is copy-
righted and property of EKWB d.o.o. company.
Drawing is supplied only for easier compa-
tibility recognition by user and can not be used
for any other intention.
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